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Abstract 

Dried plant food materials are one of the major contributors to the global food industry. Widening the 

fundamental understanding on different mechanisms of food material alterations during drying assists 

the development of novel dried food products and processing techniques. In this regard, case 

hardening is an important phenomenon, commonly observed during the drying processes of plant food 

materials, which significantly influences the product quality and process performance. In this work, a 

recent meshfree-based numerical model of the authors is further improved and used to simulate the 

influence of case hardening on shrinkage characteristics of plant tissues during drying. In order to 

model fluid and wall mechanisms in each cell, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and the 

Discrete Element Method (DEM) are used. The model is fundamentally more capable of simulating 

large deformation of multiphase materials, when compared with conventional grid-based modelling 

techniques such as Finite Element Methods (FEM) or Finite Difference Methods (FDM). Case 

hardening is implemented by maintaining distinct moisture levels in the different cell layers of a given 

tissue. In order to compare and investigate different factors influencing tissue deformations under case 

hardening, four different plant tissue varieties (apple, potato, carrot and grape) are studied. The 

simulation results indicate that the inner cells of any given tissue undergo limited shrinkage and cell 

wall wrinkling compared to the case hardened outer cell layers of the tissues. When comparing unique 

deformation characteristics of the different tissues, irrespective of the normalised moisture content, 

the cell size, cell fluid turgor pressure and cell wall characteristics influence the tissue response to 

case hardening.  
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1. Introduction 

Global demand for food materials is ever increasing. As living standards improve, plant-based food 

materials are becoming more popular. In this regard, the contribution of dried food products is of 

higher importance to the food supply chain, as well as the economy. Currently, drying is used on 

about 20% of the world’s perishable crops, and is a key food processing technique [1]. Due to the 

high moisture content of plant food materials, which can even be as high as 90% by weight [2], these 

are frequently subjected to microbial spoilage. In this regard, drying helps to preserve the food 

material by reducing the moisture content, which is achieved through various drying techniques [3]. 

Due to the moisture reduction, the food structure undergoes critical deformations both in the 

microscale and the macroscale, leading to multi-scale shrinkage phenomena [4-11]. Shrinkage is 

mainly influenced by the moisture content of the food material [4-8, 12-14], drying temperature [14-

17] and cell turgor pressure [18]. Researchers have frequently conducted studies on food material 

shrinkage, leading to different empirical [19] and theoretical models [20, 21]. However, only a limited 

number of numerical models are available for food material deformations during drying. These 

models are frequently based on grid-based modelling techniques such as Finite Element Methods 

(FEM) and Finite Difference Methods (FDM), and have clear limitations in handling non-continuum 

multiphasic materials, under excessive deformation and phase change conditions [22]. For instance, 

an FEM-based gel material model [23] and an FEM-based plant leaf drying model [24] are examples 

of the macroscale models, which have clear application limitations due to their grid-based nature [25]. 

In the case of the microscale studies, there are several models developed for basic micromechanical 

behavioural studies of fresh cells and tissues [20, 26-31]. Particularly for cellular drying studies, an 

FEM-based tissue model is reported which couples water transport phenomena with cell deformations 

[32]. The model can only simulate a limited moisture content reduction (30%) and is not capable of 

accounting for cell wall wrinkling during drying. All these examples imply the limitations of grid-

based modelling techniques for the simulation of plant food material shrinkage during drying.   

As an alternative, meshfree methods are fundamentally more appropriate for simulation of multiphase 

systems with large deformations, as these methods basically do not involve any interconnected grids 

during the discretisation process [22, 33].  In the case of food material microstructure, there are some 

meshfree-based research works reported, which basically focus on fresh cells and tissues [34-36].  

Recently, this approach was further improved by accounting for distinct mechanisms of cellular level 

drying of plant food materials, and 2-D models were developed for dry plant cells [37-40] and tissues 

[25, 41], in order to study cellular deformations during drying. The approach basically approximates a 

tissue as an aggregate of cells, where each cell consists of two components: cell fluid and cell wall. 

The cell fluid is approximated to a Newtonian fluid and modelled with Smoothed Particle 

Hydrodynamics (SPH), which is a popular particle-based meshfree method [22, 42]. The cell wall is 



approximated to a moist solid boundary and modelled with Discrete Element Method (DEM). Both 

SPH and DEM use particles for discretisation of the domains. As the cell evolves with time, fluid and 

wall particles move according to the different force interactions defined to account for distinct cellular 

drying mechanisms such as: cell moisture reduction, turgor loss, cell wall drying and contractions, cell 

wall bending resistance, fluid-wall attractive interactions and intercellular interactions. Compared to 

the conventional grid-based techniques, this novel meshfree-based modelling approach is observed to 

be more appropriate for modelling the cellular structural deformations of plant food materials during 

drying, particularly when simulating extensive moisture content reduction, cell wall wrinkling and 

shrinkage [25, 41]. 

In almost all the tissue drying numerical models developed so far [25, 32, 41], the tissue is assumed to 

undergo uniform drying, where all the cells in the tissue are subjected to similar drying conditions. 

However, in actual drying processes, when bigger tissues with large numbers of cells are involved, 

case hardening is a phenomenon frequently observed. It causes the outer cell layers of a given tissue 

to undergo excessive drying, which eventually becomes a hardened case that resists further moisture 

removal from the interior cell layers. Under extensive drying, the hardened case can even become 

cracked, while the interior cell layers are still quite wet [2, 15, 43, 44]. With this background, the case 

hardening phenomenon is of great significance to the food industry, particularly with respective to 

product quality and process performance. Therefore, in order to establish a better understanding of the 

case hardening phenomenon, a dedicated numerical model is needed, which is the main focus of this 

work. By improving on a recent meshfree-based tissue drying model developed by the authors [25],  

the case hardening is incorporated into the tissue model by implementing different moist cell layers in 

a given tissue, corresponding with the dry tissue state of interest. Additionally, the effect of case 

hardening is studied on different plant tissues having distinct morphological characteristics based on 

cell size, wall thickness, cell wall stiffness, cell wall contractions, turgor pressure, and pectin layer 

dimensions and stiffness. Accordingly, apple, potato, carrot and grape tissues were selected for the 

study, considering the significance to the food drying industry and the availability of experimental 

results for comparison and validation of the model predictions. 

 Since the model development in this study is based on a recent tissue model of the authors, the main 

body of the paper is dedicated to introducing novel developments, result presentations, discussions 

and conclusions. All other additional modelling details and fundamental formulations are included in 

the Appendix A.  



2. Model Development 

2.1. Basic concepts of modelling a plant tissue 

For the simulations of this work, a pre-existing meshfree-based 2-D tissue model is used [25], which 

was developed after a series of studies, beginning with a single cell [37-40] and progressing to a basic 

tissue [25, 41, 45]. As presented in Fig. 1, a plant tissue is approximated to an aggregation of 

cylindrical cells, each filled with cell fluid, surrounded by a flexible cell wall. To facilitate 2-D study, 

the cell is assumed to undergo uniform radial deformations along the cylindrical axis, and the top 

surface of each cell is referred to as the 2-D model, representing cellular mechanisms of the whole 

cell. The cell fluid is modelled with Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), a popular meshfree 

method applicable to hydrodynamic problems, and the cell wall is modelled with Discrete Element 

Method (DEM). Both cell fluid and cell wall are treated as individual sets of particles during the 

domain discretisation [37, 38]. The cell wall is approximated to a visco-elastic solid boundary and a 

Neo-Hookean solid material approximation is used along with a supplementary viscous term [34, 35]. 

Accordingly, as presented in Fig. 2, the cell wall is modelled as particles connected with different 

force interactions such as stiff, damping, repulsive, attractive, bending and contraction, in order to 

account for the basic mechanisms existing in realistic plant cell walls, and to model their response 

during drying [37] (see Section 8.1 of Appendix A for details). Cell fluid is approximated to a 

Newtonian fluid with low-Reynolds number flow characteristics, and modelled with the use of 

pressure, viscous, repulsion and attraction force interactions, as presented in Fig. 3. [37] (see Section 

8.2 of Appendix A for details). As illustrated in Fig. 4, the above single cell model is initiated as a 

hexagon and such cells are bonded together by stiff contacts along with a repulsive contact, according 

to the methodology proposed in a previous work [25] (see Section 8.3 of Appendix A for details). The 

resulting cellular configuration replicates the honeycomb-shaped cellular structure, commonly 

observed in plant tissues and the pectin layer existing in between the actual cells of such tissues. 

Accordingly, a square shaped tissue was modelled by aggregating 23 hexagonal cells and cellular 

properties were set in each case, according to the tissue variety used (see Section 2.2 for details). 

2.2. Setting up the particle scheme for the model 

The simulations were conducted on tissues of four plant food types, which are of high industrial 

interest: apple, potato, carrot and grape. Table 1 presents the customised physical properties used for 

each of the plant materials and Table 2 presents the other model parameters commonly used for 

modelling. In each case, when setting up the particle scheme for each cell in the tissue models, wall 

particles are firstly placed on a hexagon, equally spaced. The hexagon size is determined such that its 

perimeter is equal to the perimeter of a fresh cell of the plant material of interest. The fluid particles 

are placed inside the wall boundary in a square arrangement such that the initial inter-particle gap of 



the fluid particles is equal to the initial gap between the wall particles. Considering the model 

consistency and computational cost, a moderate particle resolution is used for the simulations such 

that 96 wall particles and 656 fluid particles are involved [25].  The model is time-evolved using the 

Leapfrog time integrator [22], with a sufficiently small time step defined by the Courant-Friedrichs-

Lewy (CFL) criteria [22, 46]. Also, in order to improve model stability by preventing fluid particle 

penetrations through the cell wall, a set of zero-mass virtual particles are used which are placed in 

between the cell wall particles [35, 38].  

2.3. Simulation of plant tissue drying (without case hardening) 

For tissues without case hardening, each cell in the tissue is equally set and allowed to undergo a 

similar time-evolution sequence. In the case of fresh tissue, each cell is setup by initiating the mass of 

the cell fluid and wall particles, and time-evolved by using the corresponding turgor pressure and 

osmotic potential values, thereby, replicating real cells which have semipermeable cell walls. The cell 

fluid mass (i.e. mass of each fluid particle) tends to fluctuate until the turgor pressure and the 

magnitude of the osmotic potential become equal according to the Eq. (A.18). Such fluid particle 

mass fluctuations result in fluid density fluctuation as defined by Eq. (A.14), which eventually cause 

sudden turgor pressure fluctuations as defined by Eq. (A.13). These turgor pressure fluctuations cause 

the cell wall to displace, leading to different states of cellular deformations. As a result, the turgor 

pressure fluctuates again, and it leads to secondary cell fluid mass fluctuations defined by Eq. (A.18). 

In the meantime, the cell wall mass is kept fixed at the initially set value, corresponding to the 

particular dryness state. This cycle of model evolution repeats until the cell turgor pressure becomes 

almost equal to the magnitude of the osmotic potential. At the end of simulations, the steady state cell 

particle arrangement is referred to as the fresh cell state and the cell moisture content and other 

geometrical properties are computed to characterise the fresh cell state for analysis purposes (see 

Section 3 for details). 

Dried tissues without case hardening are also similarly simulated and each cell in the tissue is initiated 

with identical model parameters and is time-evolved. Here, in order to conduct the simulations at 

minimum computational cost, a moisture content-based simulation approach is followed [38]. Also, as 

the cell moisture content reduces during drying, the turgor pressure is set to reduce in order to 

replicate actual plant cells during drying [37]. Furthermore, during drying, the moisture reduction 

from the cell wall and cell wall contraction effects are accounted [37].  

2.4. Simulation of plant tissue drying (with case hardening) 

In order to simulate tissue drying under the effect of case hardening, cells located at different cell 

layers are setup and simulated such that, compared to the outer boundary cells, the inner cell layers 

are moist. Accordingly, in each dried tissue state of the 23-cell tissue, only the outermost cell layer is 



set to undergo 100% drying corresponding to a particular dryness state. Then the innermost cell is set 

to undergo only 75% of drying and the cells in the intermediate cell layer are set to undergo only 

87.5% drying. Thereby, the tissue resembles a basic case hardening condition. To realise these 

differences in cell dryness, each cell in the corresponding cell layer is initiated with the respective 

moisture content, turgor pressure and cell wall mass values, and simulated according to the method 

mentioned in Section 2.3. 

2.5. Computational implementation and model consistency 

The above tissue model was programmed in a parallel C++ program and simulations were run on a 

High Performance Computer (HPC). The C++ source code was developed by referring to the 

algorithms of an existing FORTRAN-based SPH source code [22]. The model simulation results were 

visualised with the Open Visualization Tool (OVITO) [47]. During the simulations, model 

consistency error did not exceed 3% and density fluctuations were within 0.1% [38]. 

2.6. Experimental literature used for the model development and result interpretation 

Most of the key physical properties used to model the above four plant food materials were directly 

adopted from literature and the others were set accordingly (see Table 1). For instance, the initial 

heights of the cylindrical cells were set by equating the volume of a cylindrical cell model to the 

volume of actual cells, assumed to be spherical. The pectin layer thickness was set proportional to the 

cell size. The pectin layer stiffness values were selected after a series of trial simulations leading to 

comparable initial cell shapes and cell-cell contacts in all of the four plant food materials used. In the 

case of grape and carrot, the cell wall shear modulus was set by assuming a comparable Young’s 

modulus ( ) of 100    , at the corresponding cell wall thickness values (as given by Eq. A.2, the cell 

wall stiffness is mainly influenced by the product of the Young’s modulus and the cell wall 

thickness). In the absence of corresponding literature data, turgor pressure of grape and potato cells 

were set equal to apple. Commonly for all of the plant materials, the magnitude of the osmotic 

potential was set equal to that of the corresponding fresh cell turgor pressure. In order to compare and 

validate the model predictions, several literature data were used as presented in Table 3. Depending 

on the availability of the experimental data, microscopic images of dried plant tissues were used to 

compare the model predictions qualitatively, and geometric parameters were used for quantitative 

comparisons (see Section 3 for details). 



3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Overall differences of plant tissue varieties as influenced by case hardening 

As described in Section 2.4, four different plant tissue types were modelled and simulated for gradual 

drying (i.e. moisture content reduction), as presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. From Fig. 5, it is clearly 

observed that tissues resemble the frequently observed honeycomb cellular structure of actual plant 

tissues. The darkness of the cell fluid colour indicates the level of normalised moisture that exists in 

different cell layers in the tissue. Therefore, since case hardening effect is omitted here, each tissue 

state indicates homogeneous moisture content across the tissue. When considering the tissue 

differences, potato tissue is considerably bigger due to the larger cell size compared to the apple and 

grape tissues. The carrot tissue is the smallest, since it has the smallest cell size. Fresh tissues 

commonly have higher turgor pressure and moisture content, which result in turgid cells. During 

drying, there are significant differences in the tissue shape and the deformation characteristics, which 

is mainly influenced by the differences of their physical properties as presented in Section 2.2. This is 

evident when the apple and grape tissue are considered, both have quite similar fresh cell sizes and 

initial configurations. During drying, however, the grape tissue undergoes a comparatively higher 

shrinkage than apple tissue, mainly due to the difference in the cell wall contraction effects (see Table 

1). It is the same reason for the limited shrinkage of the potato tissue, where the cell wall contraction 

forces are not very significant. When referring to the carrot tissue, the inflated shape is mainly caused 

by the relatively higher turgor pressure present in the carrot tissues even at dried conditions. When 

this effect is combined with the intense cell wall contractions forces, the dried carrot tissue shrinkage 

pattern can be better understood.  

When these tissues undergo shrinkage in the presence of case hardening as shown in Fig. 6, it is 

evident that high-moist cells exists towards the centre of the tissue, causing limited shrinkage when 

compared with the tissues with no case hardening (Fig. 5). This is a realistic phenomenon during 

drying, since the tissue directly interacts with the drying environment through the boundary cells, 

which are subjected to intensive moisture reduction in each drying state, compared to the inner cell 

layers. This forms a hardened case, which resists further moisture reduction from the interior cell 

layers of the tissue. Also, since higher turgor pressure values exist in the high-moist cells, the collapse 

of the cells is also limited, particularly in the interior cell layers. These eventually result in distinct 

changes of the cell wall wrinkling and other related geometrical parameters, which are discussed in 

detail in the below sections, with respect to each plant tissue type. Further, it should be noted here 

that, although diffusion-driven moisture content variation of the cells is not simulated here, these 

simulations provide an insight into the response of a plant tissue deformation during drying under case 

hardening. 



3.2. Analysis of case hardening of apple tissue 

Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 represent the distinct deformation characteristics of apple tissue undergoing drying 

with the direct influence of case hardening. Compared to Fig. 7, Fig. 8 indicates a limited shrinkage of 

the whole tissue which is evident by observing the tissue boundaries. In Fig. 8, the dried tissue states 

indicate the existence of different moisture content levels within the tissue, which eventually result in 

different cell shapes and cell wall wrinkling as presented in Fig. 9. It is clearly evident that interior 

cells of the case hardened tissue undergo minimum wrinkling when compared to the non-case 

hardened tissue, which is due to the higher moisture content and the turgor pressure existing in the 

interior cell layers. For instance, in these simulations, as described in Section 2.4, the centre cell is set 

to undergo only about 75% drying and the corresponding value for the intermediate cell layer is 

87.5%. Accordingly, the turgor pressure is also higher in the interior cells, when compared to exterior 

cells or interior cells of non-case hardened tissues (Fig. 9(a)). In realistic drying experiments, these 

values can even be significant when bigger tissues with large numbers of cells are involved, causing 

considerable influence on cellular and tissue level deformation alterations. Further, these numerical 

results and cell deformations can be considered as comparable with the Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) images of apple tissues obtained from drying experiments as presented in Fig. 10 

[14]. In the experiments, the tissue undergoes gradual shrinkage and increased cell wall wrinkling. 

However, from these images, it is quite difficult to identify a clear difference between cell sizes at 

different cell layers of the tissue. Therefore, in order to compare the numerical results with 

experiments, a quantitative study was conducted by referring to several cellular geometric parameters: 

cell area ( ), Feret diameter
3
 ( ), perimeter ( ), roundness

4
 ( ), elongation

5
 (  ) and compactness

6
 

( ). Eventually, normalised parameters (   ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,    ⁄ ,      ⁄  and    ⁄ ) were 

used for the analysis, in order to facilitate easy comparison of the results as presented in Fig. 11. 

Particularly the reducing trends of the cell area, diameter and perimeter directly represent cellular 

shrinkage during drying. The reduction of the roundness and the compactness, and the increment of 

the elongation represents the in-homogeneous deformations of cells during drying [14]. The overall 

observation from these graphs is that there is an acceptable level of agreement between the 

experimental findings and the model predictions, implying that the modelling approach is sufficiently 

capable of modelling cellular shrinkage during drying. In the case of the influence of case hardening, 

only the cell area indicates some level of difference (although it not very significant), implying the 

limited shrinkage of tissues in the presence of case hardening. This insignificant quantitative 

difference is mainly due to the averaging of cell geometric parameters and normalised moisture 

contents, over the full tissue. Since, only the interior 7 cells out of 23 cells in the tissue contribute to 

                                                   
3
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4
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5
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6
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any potential difference of the trends, the apparent quantitative difference can be expected to be quite 

minimal. However, in realistic tissue, since there are a large number of interior cells compared to 

boundary cells, the influence of the case hardening effect can be taken as distinguishable, in the 

quantitative terms. Although, these limitations exist in the quantitative measurements, there are still 

identifiable differences between tissue morphology in qualitative terms, as described previously in 

this section. 

3.3. Analysis of case hardening of potato tissue 

When referring to Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the overall tissue shrinkage and level of cellular deformation 

can be considered as minimum, compared to the other tissue types. It is mainly due to the larger cell 

size and limited cell wall contraction forces (see Table 1). Further, when comparing Fig. 12 and Fig. 

13, it is observed that only a very limited change is realised due to the case hardening, in the tissue 

morphology. However, the enlarged tissue configurations presented in Fig. 14 indicate that, the 

interior cells of the case hardened tissue are quite turgid, compared to the interior cells of the non-case 

hardened tissue. Even with the enlarged images, only a very limited tissue scale deformation 

difference is observed.  Further, as presented in Fig. 15, the SEM images of the potato tissues during 

drying, only a limited cell wall wrinkling is observed compared to what is observed from the SEM 

images of apple tissues presented in Fig. 10. This trend is clearly replicated by the simulation results 

of the two tissue types in case of without case hardening and with case hardening. However, it is again 

difficult to clearly distinguish cellular morphological differences from these SEM images of potato 

tissues, which was the case even with the SEM images of apple tissues presented above.  

When referring to the quantitative results as presented in Fig. 16, both the tissue simulations are quite 

identical, irrespective of the influence of case hardening. It basically implies that the meshfree-based 

modelling approach involved is sufficiently capable of modelling plant tissue during drying. 

However, there is hardly any identifiable quantitative difference of cellular geometric parameters 

caused by the case hardening effect, which was evident even with the qualitative tissue morphological 

observations described above for apple tissue. Particularly in the case of quantitative results, the 

limited number of cells used for the simulation can be considered as causing a significant influence, 

which was explained in Section 3.2 above. Further, when comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 16, the level of 

shrinkage of potato cells is minimum to that of the apple cells during drying, which is also observed 

from simulation results and even with respective to the SEM images. 

3.4. Analysis of case hardening of carrot tissue 

As presented in Fig. 17, the carrot tissue undergoes significant deformation during drying with clearly 

identified local and tissue scale deformations, which are mainly driven by the higher turgor pressure 

existing in the cells and the intense cell wall contraction forces (see Table 1). When comparing Fig. 



17 and Fig. 18, the influence of case hardening is clearly evident particularly when referring to the 

critically dried states (Fig. 17 (f) and Fig. 18 (f)). There, the outer cell layer resembles a hardened case 

and the inner cells are comparatively moist. Due to this moisture content variation, the interior cells 

are quite inflated and retain fairly high turgid nature, leading to minimum internal cellular 

deformations and cell wall wrinkling. This is further evident from the enlarged tissue simulation 

results presented in Fig. 19.  This distinguishable difference is also observed from the quantitative 

results presented in Fig. 20. Although only a limited number of cells are used for this study, still the 

results confirm the limited shrinkage occurring in the carrot tissue during drying, due to the case 

hardening phenomena. Particularly with reference to the cell area and the Feret diameter, the 

difference of the shrinkage (i.e. cell size) is evident. However, the cell size difference is not clearly 

indicated by the cell perimeter, which is due to the error caused by averaging the perimeter values, as 

a large number of outer cells present in the tissue, compared to the interior cells, which process larger 

cell perimeters. Further, in the case of the case hardened carrot tissue, the average cell roundness and 

compactness have increased, and elongation has reduced, implying the comparative inflated nature of 

the cells and minimum cell wall wrinkling effects.  

3.5. Analysis of case hardening of grape tissue 

Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 correspond to grape tissue deformations during drying and compare the influence 

of case hardening. When referring to the colour coding, the influence of the case hardening 

phenomenon is clearly observed, both in local and tissue scale deformations, which can be explained 

in the same way as for the apple and potato tissue deformation characteristics. Particularly, Fig. 23 

provides clear evidence of reduced cell wall wrinkling of the interior cells in the case hardened grape 

tissue. Also, it can be clearly observed that the shapes of the cells located at the outer tissue 

boundaries of the case hardened tissue are comparatively flattened when compared with the outer 

boundary cells of the non-case hardened tissue. Since the moisture contents of these outer cell layers 

of both of the tissue are almost identical, the shape difference should be a secondary effect of the 

shape change of the interior cells. Next, when the quantitative results are considered as presented in 

Fig. 24, the case hardened tissue shows comparatively lower shrinkage, particularly in the case of cell 

area, Feret diameter and roundness. Also, since a favourable agreement is observed from the model 

predictions and the experimental findings, the modelling approach can be considered as having 

sufficient capability to model cellular deformations of plant material during drying.  

4. Conclusion and outlook 

Using a 2-D meshfree-based plant tissue model, different plant tissue types were modelled with the 

objective of studying the influence of case hardening on cellular shrinkage during drying. The study 

focused on four plant tissue types: apple, potato, carrot and grape, and were simulated at different cell 



moisture contents and turgor pressure values to achieve different dryness states. Due to various 

cellular characteristics, the various tissues responded to case hardening, differently. When compared 

with the experimental findings obtained from the literature, an acceptable agreement was observed 

both qualitatively and quantitatively, in most of the instances. The overall conclusions of the study are 

as follows: 

 In the case hardened tissue, since high-moist cells exist in the inner regions of the tissues, 

those cells undergo limited shrinkage, producing limited cell wall wrinkling. 

 The influence of case hardening on cellular shrinkage is more dominant in critically dried 

tissues. 

 In all tissue types, moisture content mainly governs the level of case hardening and the 

relative difference of cellular deformations.  Also, the physical location of the cells and the 

nature of intercellular bonds have a positive effect on the differences in cellular shrinkage 

under the influence of case hardening. 

 For different tissue types, the influence of case hardening on shrinkage is mainly governed by 

the cell size, cell fluid turgor pressure, wall thickness, wall stiffness and wall contractions. 

 Lager cell size or stiffer cell walls (higher cell wall Young’s modulus or wall thickness) and 

higher turgor pressure, generally resist shrinkage, and therefore deformations of different cell 

layers are minimally influenced by case hardening. The trend is opposite in the case of higher 

cell wall contractions, where the difference in cellular shrinkage becomes clearly evident 

under the influence of case hardening. 

 Even for the limited size of the tissue sample studied, the qualitative results clearly indicated 

the influence of case hardening on different cell layers. However, the quantitative results 

didn’t indicate such a significant difference, which is due to the averaging of cellular 

parameters across the tissue, having a comparable number of internal and boundary cells. In 

the case of actual tissues, since larger numbers of internal cells exist when compared to case 

hardened boundary cells, the influence can expected to be significant, leading to quantifiable 

variations in geometric parameters. 

 In most instances, model predictions indicated a strong agreement with the experimental 

findings. This implies the general applicability of the proposed modelling technique to model 

morphological changes in plant materials during drying. 

With these findings, it is evident that the modelling technique used in this work has a good potential 

for further improvements, leading to an advanced numerical modelling technique useful for industrial 

drying applications to optimise both the product and the process. Realistic tissues can be modelled by 

aggregating larger numbers of cells in complex tissue structures, having heterogeneous cell shapes 



and intercellular voids. Also, the meshfree formulation used for this tissue model has the potential to 

incorporate temperature-dependent case hardening and shrinkage characteristics. 
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7. Figures and tables 

 

Fig. 1. (a) A plant tissue simply represented as an aggregate of cylindrical cells, (b)  2-D model to represent any cylindrical 
cell; (c) particle scheme used for the 2-D Cell model: fluid model based on SPH particles and wall model based on DEM 
particles; and (d) discrete elements of the cell wall. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Force interactions used in the DEM-based cell wall model: wall stiff forces (    ), wall damping forces (    ),  wall-

fluid repulsion forces (     ), non-bonded wall-wall repulsion forces (     ), wall-fluid attraction forces (    ), forces due to 

wall bending stiffness (    ), and forces for cell wall contractions during drying (    ). (  : fluid particles;  ,   &   : wall 

particles)  

 

 

Fig. 3. Force interactions used in the SPH-based cell fluid model: pressure force (     
), viscous force (     

), wall-fluid 

repulsion forces (     ), and wall-fluid attraction forces (    ). (  &    : fluid particles;   &  : wall particles) 
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Fig. 4. Tissue model and cell-cell force interactions: (a) hexagonal shaped cells are used for tissue initialisation with positive 

pectin layer gap; (b) interacting wall particle pairs of adjacent cells; (c) pectin layer stiff forces (           
); and (d) cell-cell 

repulsion forces (     ). ( : fluid particles;   &  : wall particles) 

Table 1 Customised model parameters for different plant materials 
 

Parameter 

Food variety used for modelling 

Apple Potato Carrot Grape 

Value Value Value Value 

(Source) (Source) (Source) (Source) 

Initial cell diameter (  ) 
150    200    100    150    

[14] [48, 49] [6, 50, 51] [52] 

Initial cell height (  )  
100    133    53    100    

(= 2/3   ) (= 2/3   ) (= 2/3   ) (= 2/3   ) 

Wall initial thickness (  ) 
6    1    2    3    

[27, 35] [48] [50, 53] [52] 

Pectin layer thickness (  ) 
8    10    4    8    

(set) (set) (set) (set) 

Pectin layer stiffness 

(       ) 
20       20       10       20       

(set) (set) (set) (set) 

Wall shear  modulus  

( ) ≈     

18     166     33     33     

[27, 35] [48, 54] (set) (set) 

Empirical factors on cell 

wall contraction ( ,  ) 

0.2, 0.9 0.07, 0.92 0.36, 0.93 0.18, 0.43 

[14] [55] [51] [56] 

Fresh cell turgor pressure 

(  ) 

200     200     400     200     

[35] (set) [57] (set) 

Fresh cell osmotic potential 

( )  

-200     -200     -400     -200     

(=     ) (=     ) (=     ) (=     ) 

 
 
Table 2 Commonly used model parameters for all plant materials 

 
Parameter Value Source 

Fluid viscosity ( ) 0.1       set [35] 

Initial fluid density (  ) 1000        set [35] 

Wall permeability (  ) 2.5 × 10 
-6

        s set [38] 

Wall bending stiffness (  ) 1 × 10 
-12           set [25] 

Wall damping ratio ( ) 5 × 10 
-6         set [38] 

Fluid compression modulus ( ) 20      set [38] 

Wall contraction force coefficient (   ) 4 × 10 
4       set [25] 

LJ contact strength for wall-fluid repulsions (    ) 1 × 10 
-12       set [25] 

LJ contact strength for wall-wall repulsions (    ) 1 × 10 
-12       set [25] 

LJ contact strength for wall-fluid attractions (   ) 2 × 10 
-12       set [25] 

LJ contact strength for cell-cell repulsions (    ) 1 × 10 
-10       set [25] 

Initial smoothing length (  ) 1.2 × initial fluid grid spacing set [25] 

Time step (  ) 2 × 10 
-9   set [25] 

 
 

Table 3 Literature data used for qualitative and quantitative model validation 

 

Plant variety 
Qualitative data  

( microscopy images) 

Quantitative data              

Apple [14] [14] [14] [14] [14] [14] [14] 

Potato Our experiments [55] [55] [55] [49] - - 

Carrot [58] [51] [51] [51] - - - 

Grapes [7] [7, 56] [7, 56] [7, 56] [7, 56] [7, 56] [7, 56] 
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Fig. 5. Tissue simulations at different states of dryness (without case hardening): (a) initial condition before simulations, (b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values correspond to any cell in 
the tissue) 

 



 

Fig. 6. Tissue simulations at different states of dryness (with case hardening): (a) initial condition before simulations, (b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values correspond to any cell at 
the tissue boundary) 

 

 

Fig. 7. Apple tissue simulations at different states of dryness (without case hardening): (a) initial condition before 

simulations, (b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values 
correspond to any cell in the tissue) 

 



 

Fig. 8. Apple tissue simulations at different states of dryness (with case hardening): (a) initial condition before simulations, 
(b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values correspond to any 
cell at the tissue boundary) 

 

 

Fig. 9. Apple tissue simulations (enlarged view): (a) without case hardening at      = 0.3, and (b) with case hardening at      = 0.3 (corresponds to any cell at the tissue boundary). 

 

 

Fig. 10. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of apple tissues at different states of dryness (with case hardening): 
(a)     = 1.0, (b)      = 0.5, and (c)      = 0.2. (bar is 500   ) [14] 

 



 

Fig. 11. Influence of case hardening for cellular geometrical parameter variations of apple tissues during drying: (a)    ⁄ , 

(b)    ⁄ , (c)    ⁄ , (d)    ⁄ , (e)      ⁄ , and (f)    ⁄ . (     represents the overall average of the normalised  moisture 
content, considering all the cells in the tissue) 

 

 

Fig. 12. Potato tissue simulations at different states of dryness (without case hardening): (a) initial condition before 
simulations, (b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values 
correspond to any cell in the tissue) 
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Fig. 13. Potato tissue simulations at different states of dryness (with case hardening): (a) initial condition before simulations, 
(b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values correspond to any 
cell at the tissue boundary) 

 

 

Fig. 14. Potato tissue simulations (enlarged view): (a) without case hardening at      = 0.3, and (b) with case hardening at      = 0.3 (corresponds to any cell at the tissue boundary). 

 

Fig. 15. SEM images of potato tissues at different states of dryness (with case hardening): (a) X/X_0= 1.0, (b) X/X_0 = 0.5, 

and (c) X/X_0   = 0.3. (bar is 400 μm  

 



 

Fig. 16. Influence of case hardening for cellular geometrical parameter variations of potato tissues during drying: (a)    ⁄ , 

(b)    ⁄ , (c)    ⁄ , (d)    ⁄ , (e)      ⁄ , and (f)    ⁄ . (     represents the overall average of the normalised  moisture 
content, considering all the cells in the tissue) 
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Fig. 17. Carrot tissue simulations at different states of dryness (without case hardening): (a) initial condition before 

simulations, (b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values 
correspond to any cell in the tissue) 

 

 

Fig. 18. Carrot tissue simulations at different states of dryness (with case hardening): (a) initial condition before simulations, 

(b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values correspond to any 
cell at the tissue boundary) 

 

 

Fig. 19. Carrot tissue simulations (enlarged view): (a) without case hardening at      = 0.3, and (b) with case hardening at      = 0.3 (corresponds to any cell at the tissue boundary). 

 

 



 

Fig. 20. Influence of case hardening for cellular geometrical parameter variations of carrot tissues during drying: (a)    ⁄ , 

(b)    ⁄ , (c)    ⁄ , (d)    ⁄ , (e)      ⁄ , and (f)    ⁄ . (     represents the overall average of the normalised  moisture 
content, considering all the cells in the tissue) 

 

 

Fig. 21. Grape tissue simulations at different states of dryness (without case hardening): (a) initial condition before 
simulations, (b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values 
correspond to any cell in the tissue) 
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Fig. 22. Grape tissue simulations at different states of dryness (with case hardening): (a) initial condition before simulations, 
(b)     = 1.0, (c)      = 0.8, (d)      = 0.6, (e)      = 0.4, and (f)       = 0.3. (these      values correspond to any 
cell at the tissue boundary) 

 

 

Fig. 23. Grape tissue simulations (enlarged view): (a) without case hardening at      = 0.3, and (b) with case hardening at      = 0.3 (corresponds to any cell at the tissue boundary). 

 

 



 

Fig. 24. Influence of case hardening for cellular geometrical parameter variations of grape tissue during drying: (a)    ⁄ , (b)    ⁄ , (c)    ⁄ , (d)    ⁄ , (e)      ⁄ , and (f)    ⁄ . (     represents the overall average of the normalised  moisture 
content, considering all the cells in the tissue) 

 

8. Appendix A 

8.1. Single cell model: DEM-based cell wall model 

 

As introduced in Section 2.1, the total force (  ) on any wall particle   can be derived as: 

                                         (A.1)  

Here, the    forces represent the cell wall resistance on extensions or contractions due to internal or 

external force interactions. Considering each wall element, a spring model is used to define the stiff 

forces      on any wall particle   due to any bonded wall particle   as [35]: 

where,   is the shear modulus (    ) with   being the Young’s modulus of the wall material,    is 

the initial cell height,    is the initial cell wall thickness,    =    ⁄  is the extension ratio of any cell 

wall element at the current time step,   is the width of the wall element at the current time step 
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(distance between particle   and  ) and    is its initial un-deformed width. The parameter   is 

calculated with   = 0.5 for cylindrical cells as follows [35]: 

In Eq. A.1,    forces represent the viscous behaviour of the fibrous cell wall boundary and are 

defined by using a linear dashpot model. Therefore the viscous forces      acting on any wall particle   due to the neighbouring wall particles    are calculated as [35]: 

where,   is the cell wall damping constant and     is the velocity of particle   relative to particle  . 
The    ,     and     forces in Eq. (A.1) were used to define the wall-fluid interactions and boundary 

conditions. The repulsion forces       on any wall particle   from any other fluid particle   are defined 

as [22, 35]: 

where,        is the magnitude of the repulsion force and     is the position vector of particle   relative 

to particle  . The       is defined according to Lenard-Jones (LJ) force type as [35]: 

where,    is the initial gap between the two particles,     is the current gap between them and      is 

the strength of the LJ contact. Furthermore, in Eq. A.1, in order to avoid unphysical self-penetrations 

of the non-bonded wall-wall particles, a similar force interaction was used to define the repulsion 

forces       with an LJ contact strength of     . Also, the attraction forces      were used to maintain 

fluid-wall contact during drying. Both interactions were modelled using LJ interactions with 

corresponding LJ contact strengths.  

 

In Eq. A.1, a bending stiffness term (    ) was used in order to account for the resistance that plant 

cell walls create when they experience local bending and wrinkling, and it was defined on any wall 

particle   within the   and   particle pair as [38]: 
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where,    is the cell wall bending stiffness,   is the width of any given wall element at any given time 

step,   is the external angle between the particular wall element and the adjacent wall element as 

shown in Fig. 2, and    is the change of the   angle during time evolution. Next, as given in Eq. A.1, 

in order to account for cell wall contractions during drying, cell wall contraction forces (  ) were 

used in the model and are defined as [37]: 

where,     is the force coefficient of wall contractions,   is the current width of any particular wall 

element (see Fig. 1(d)),     is the width of the wall element at fully turgid condition,   and   are 

empirical factors, and      is the normalised  moisture content of the dried cell to be simulated. The   and   were set by considering the normalised  cell perimeter trends and the same     was used for 

all food materials here [37]. Further, the cell wall drying effects were accounted by proportionally 

reducing the cell wall mass during drying [37]. 

8.2. Single cell model: SPH-based cell fluid model 

 

The resultant force    on any fluid particle i was defined as:  

In Eq. (A.9), the pressure forces (     
) and viscous forces (       on any given fluid particle   are 

defined using the generic SPH fundamental formulations by involving the properties of the 

neighbouring fluid particles    as [35]: 

 

where at any given time,  ,  ,  ,  ,    and   are the particle mass, pressure, density, dynamic 

viscosity, cell height and the smoothing kernel. For the smoothing kernel  , the quartic smoothing 

kernel was used for higher accuracy and stability rather than the commonly used cubic spline kernel 

[39]. When evaluating the  , the smoothing length was evolved in order to maintain approximately 

20 particles within the influencing domain [38] :  

            (   )   (A.7)  

        [     [    (     )]]   (A.8)  

                             (A.9)  

          ∑   (             )(  )           (A.10) 

         ∑                      (  )(                )     (A.11) 



where,   is the average cell Feret diameter at the current time step,    is the initial cell diameter and    is the initial smoothing length (see Table 1 and Table  2). As the system evolves with time, the 

following equation is used to update the fluid particle pressure as a function of slight fluid density 

variation [22, 35]: 

where,    is the uniquely set initial cell turgor pressure for each of the dried cell simulations (see 

Section 2.4.),   is the fluid compression modulus,    is the current density of each fluid particle, and    is its initial density assumed to be equal to the density of water. Here, the   needs to be set 

sufficiently higher, in order to ensure the fluid behaves in a fairly incompressible manner within the 

SPH scheme by minimising large density fluctuations. Next, the density of any fluid particle   is 

evolved using the following equation [35]: 

The first term in Eq. (A.14) accounts for slight density changes of the cell fluid as the cell deforms in 

the XY plane and     is the 2-D density of any fluid particle   defined as        . Then the     

fluctuations are defined using the standard SPH continuity equation as: 

The second term in Eq. (A.14) adds a correction to the density evolution by compensating for any cell 

height changes, and is defined as: 

where, at any given time,       and    are the cell heights at the current and previous time steps, and    is the time step size. Here, the cell height is time evolved by considering the incompressibility of 

the cell wall material as [35]: 

The third term in Eq. (A.14) accounts for the slight density changes within the SPH scheme as a result 

of the cell fluid mass transfer through the semi-permeable cell wall whenever there is a scalar 

difference between the cell fluid osmotic potential and the turgor pressure, and is defined as [35, 59]: 

   (   )     (A.12) 

        [(    )   ]   (A.13) 

                                     (A.14) 

         ∑                (A.15) 

                   (A.16) 

            (A.17) 

                           (A.18) 



where   ,   ,    and   represent total surface area of the cylindrical cell at any given time, cell wall 

permeability assumed to be uniform all over the cell surface, total number of fluid particles used to 

model the cell fluid and the osmotic potential of the cell fluid at a given dried cell state, respectively. 

The latter is carefully set to control the cell turgor pressure [13] because the amount of fluid 

transferred across the cell wall ceases when the value of    (> 0) becomes equal to the scalar value of  .  

 

The final two terms in Eq. (A.9) represent the fluid-wall boundary treatment which involves repulsion 

forces       and attraction forces     , and are defined in the same LJ force type as: 

 

8.3. Tissue model 

 

The pectin layer stiff force was defined as a linear spring model acting between the initially adjacent 

cell wall particles of any two adjacent cells, and defined as[25]: 

where kpectin is the pectin layer stiffness and      is the gap difference of the two particles compared 

to their initial gap. This force helps to maintain the gap between the wall particle pair equal to the 

initially set pectin layer thickness. Further, this is the only force acting in between cells if they try to 

separate each other beyond the initial pectin layer gap.  

 

In case where the interacting cells become closer, pectin stiffness creates a repulsion force in order to 

separate the cells and thereby tries to return them to their initial relative positions. The intensity of this 

force is usually insufficient to fully prevent the cells from becoming very close and eventually 

interpenetrated. Therefore, an LJ type force is used for this purpose, and is defined as [25]: 

       ∑            
(A.19) 

      ∑           
(A.20) 

                            (A.21) 

       ∑            
(A.22) 



where,       is the strength of the LJ force field and     is the position vector of particle   relative to 

particle  . Here, the       is defined as similar to that of the cell wall LJ force field.  

 

9. Nomenclature 

 

  cell top surface area (  )    cell top surface area at fresh condition (  )      normalised  cell area     total surface area of the cylindrical cell (  )   cell compactness     cell compactness at fresh condition      normalised  cell compactness    cell Feret diameter ( )        cell major axis length ( )        cell minor axis length ( )    cell Feret diameter at fresh condition ( )      normalised  cell Feret diameter    Young’s modulus of the cell wall material (   )    cell elongation      cell elongation at fresh condition        normalised  cell elongation     cell wall stiff forces ( )    cell wall damping forces ( )     wall-fluid repulsion forces ( )     wall-wall repulsion forces ( )    wall-fluid attraction forces ( )    forces due to the bending stiffness of the wall ( )    cell fluid pressure forces ( )    cell fluid viscous forces ( )   shear modulus of the cell wall material (   )   cell fluid compression modulus (   )   width of a given discrete wall element ( )    width of a given discrete wall element at fully turgid state ( )    Initial width of a given discrete wall element ( )    cell wall permeability (       s) 



  cell perimeter ( )    cell perimeter at fresh condition ( )      normalised  cell perimeter    pressure of any fluid particle a (  )    initial cell turgor pressure (  )   cell roundness    cell roundness at fresh condition      normalised  cell roundness   ratio between fluid inter-particle distance and smoothing length (     )   cell wall thickness ( )    initial cell wall thickness ( ) 

TP positive cell turgor pressure effects   smoothing kernel 

WD cell wall contraction effects 

WC cell wall drying effects 

X x - coordinate axis   dry basis moisture content (kg water/kg dry solid)    dry basis moisture content at fresh condition       dry basis normalised  moisture content 

Y y - coordinate axis   cell height ( ) 

Z z - coordinate axis    initial cell height ( )    cell height at the previous time step ( )       cell height at the current time step ( )      strength of the LJ repulsion forces between fluid and wall particles (     )      strength of the LJ repulsion forces between non-bonded wall particles (     )     strength of the LJ attraction forces between fluid and wall particles (     )   smoothing length ( )    initial smoothing length ( )    bending stiffness of cell wall material (         )     force coefficient of cell wall contractions (     )    mass of any particle a (  )    cell fluid particle number    cell wall particle number    cell radius ( )     distance between any given particle a and b ( )   time ( )     velocity of any given particle a relative to any other particle b (     ) 



    position vector of any given particle a relative to any other particle b ( )    time step ( )    initial fluid grid spacing ( )    change of external angle   of any given wall element (   )      change of gap difference of any two particles a and b compared to their initial gap ( )   osmotic potential of the cell (  )   factor governing the relationship between z-directional extension ratio and    of any wall element   parameter that relates 2-D deformations to 3-D deformations of any wall element   cell wall damping constant (       )    initial minimum allowed gap between outer most fluid particles and cell wall partiles ( )   external angle between any adjacent cell wall elements (   )    extension ratio of any given cell wall element     dynamic viscosity of any fluid particle a (    )    density of any given fluid particle a (       )    initial density of the cell fluid (       )     2-D density  of any given particle a (       ) (       ) 

 


